
11 Boxing Tricks For The Street
Fight: Knock Out Your Opponent
With These Domineering Tactics
Introduction
When it comes to self-defense, knowing a few boxing tricks can be the difference

between victory and defeat. While street fights are unpredictable and dangerous,

having the right techniques and strategies in your arsenal can give you a

significant advantage over your opponent. In this article, we will explore 11

powerful boxing tricks specifically tailored for street fights. Learn these tactics,

practice them diligently, and be prepared to dominate any confrontations that

come your way.

The Importance of Boxing Techniques in Street Fights

Boxing techniques are highly effective in street fights for several reasons. Firstly,

boxing emphasizes footwork, head movement, and punch delivery, which are

crucial aspects in any combat scenario. By mastering these techniques, you can

maintain control of the fight and protect yourself from harm. Secondly, boxing

techniques allow you to generate power and connect with accurate punches that

can quickly incapacitate your opponent. Lastly, boxing trains you to stay calm

under pressure, making it easier to think strategically and adapt to any situation

that arises on the streets.

1. Master the Jab

The jab is a fundamental and versatile punch in boxing, and it is equally effective

in street fights. It allows you to create distance, distract your opponent, and set up



more powerful punches. Practice throwing your jab with speed and accuracy,

targeting the chin or nose of your adversary. Remember to snap the jab back to

your guard position after each punch to maintain your defense.
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2. Perfect the Straight Right

The straight right is a devastating punch in street fights. It involves using your rear

hand to deliver a powerful straight punch directly towards your opponent's face. It

is essential to generate power from your legs and hips while maintaining a proper

guard. Practice your straight right repeatedly to ensure that it becomes a reliable

and effective weapon in your street fight arsenal.

3. Develop Hooking Power

Hooks are essential in close-range combat scenarios that often occur in street

fights. They allow you to throw powerful punches from different angles, targeting

the jaw, chin, or temple of your opponent. Practice rotating your torso and hips

while throwing hooks to maximize their power. Remember to keep your guard up

at all times, protecting yourself from counterattacks.

4. Utilize Uppercuts
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Uppercuts can be highly effective in street fights, especially when your opponent's

guard is lowered. Aim for the chin, solar plexus, or liver area to deliver a knockout

blow. To execute an uppercut, bend your knees slightly and rotate your shoulder

and hip while punching upward. Practice this technique with a focus on accuracy,

speed, and precision timing.

5. Master the Art of Counterpunching

Counterpunching is a tactical skill that can turn the tables on your opponent in a

street fight. By observing your adversary's movements and reactions, you can

anticipate their punches and counter with a well-timed strike of your own. Practice

your defensive skills, such as slipping, ducking, or parrying, and be ready to

unleash a powerful counterpunch when the opportunity arises.

6. Incorporate Head Movement

Head movement is an essential aspect of boxing that can make you a difficult

target to hit. By using techniques like bobbing, weaving, and slipping, you can

avoid punches while simultaneously setting up your own attacks. Practice these

head movements with a partner or a punching bag to improve your evasiveness

and defensive skills.

7. Develop Lightning-Fast Footwork

In a street fight, footwork plays a crucial role in controlling the distance and

creating angles for effective attacks. Practice moving laterally, circling your

opponent, and stepping in and out quickly. By constantly moving and maintaining

your balance, you can make it more difficult for your opponent to land solid strikes

on you.

8. Use Feints to Your Advantage



Feinting is a deceptive technique that can confuse and unsettle your opponent.

By pretending to throw a punch or make a movement, you can provoke your

opponent to react, creating openings for your actual attacks. Practice feinting with

your jabs, hooks, or footwork, and observe how your opponent responds to

capitalize on their reactions.

9. Focus on Body Shots

While headshots can be effective, targeting the body can inflict significant

damage and drain your opponent's energy in a street fight. Practice throwing

punches to the ribs, liver, or solar plexus, and aim to break their guard or force

them to drop their hands. Body shots can also create opportunities for

subsequent headshots.

10. Develop Killer Reflexes

Reflexes are crucial in street fights, where split-second reactions can determine

the outcome of the confrontation. Practice drills that enhance your reflexes, such

as slipping punches, blocking strikes, or countering quickly. Through consistent

training, you can improve your reflexes, enabling you to evade incoming attacks

and counter with lightning speed.

11. Mental Preparation and Confidence

Lastly, mental preparation and confidence are key factors in a street fight. Train

your mind to remain calm under pressure, visualize your success, and believe in

your abilities. Mental strength will allow you to make split-second decisions, adapt

to changing situations, and maintain control of the fight.

In , mastering boxing techniques can significantly improve your chances of

success in a street fight. Utilize these 11 boxing tricks to dominate your opponent

and emerge victorious. Remember, practice is key, so dedicate time to training



and refining your skills. Stay safe, stay prepared, and always prioritize your

personal safety in confrontations.
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The book “11 BOXING TRICKS FOR STREET FIGHT” is dedicated to a very

important topic – how to survive in situation when attack or violence happens.

The authors have used their knowledge of the boxing and presented the

techniques for street fight in the form of a manual for beginners. All the

techniques are very simple and are simply described.

These techniques will help you to save yourself in a fierce fight.

Attention! There are links in the book so you can watch Trick 1, Trick 2, Trick 6

and Trick 7 on youtube!
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